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The 2nd annual BIG SHOTS Competition at 
the Texas Auto Body Trade Show provided an 
opportunity for competitors to test their skills in PDR, 
estimating, painting and body repair. This year’s 
winners (from left to right:) Jose Escobar (Mobile 
Dent Solutions; Moore, OK), Brian Buczynski (Park 
Place BodyWerks; Dallas-Fort Worth), Mark See 
(Ground Zero Collision; Fort Collins, CO) and Marco 
“Flako” Oviedo (Auto Body Concepts; Gainesville).
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President’s Message

ABAT spent months gearing up for the 2022 Texas Auto Body 
Trade Show, which took place last month, and all our hard work 
and effort resulted in a great couple days of training, exhibitions, 
networking and FUN! 

Amid the many educational sessions offered, one stood out to 
me in particular – Friday’s Lunch & Legislation Panel Discussion 
gave us a chance to examine safety-related issues in our industry and 
the changes we’d like to see here in the Lone Star State during this 
coming legislative session.

As 2022 enters its final months, ABAT is already looking 
forward to January 10 when Texas opens its 88th legislative session. 
We’re setting our sights on next year’s initiatives and really getting 
prepared to make 2023 a pivotal year for auto body professionals 
and consumers in this great state. 

We’ll be submitting two bills this upcoming session, similar 

to the legislation we put forth in 2021. Our Appraisal Clause bill 
seeks to mandate a requirement for insurers to include the Appraisal 
Clause in all policies, and although it didn’t make it to the finish 
line last time around, ABAT was pleased that a first-year bill passed 
the Texas House of Representatives and made it to the Senate, 
though we ran out of time in the session before the bill received a 
Senate hearing. We’re very optimistic about getting it passed next 
year. 

ABAT’s second bill addresses proper repairs based on the OEM 
recommended processes and procedures as we attempt to eliminate 
the “gray” areas as to what a proper repair is and how insurers 
indemnify policyholders. It addresses the fact that some parts are 
not of the same like, kind and quality as the OEM design, and 
it also targets the insurer’s ability to disregard certain procedures 
recommended by the vehicle manufacturer. All in all, it will help 
provide a safer repair while ensuring that consumers are properly 
indemnified. 

Folks, this one is near and dear to my heart, and it’s something 
that ABAT has diligently been pursuing since shortly after this 
association began. This will be the fourth iteration of this bill.

ABAT’s first legislative rodeo began in 2017 with House Bill 
3804, and while the House Insurance Committee approved the 
amended version by a 6:3 vote, the session ended before the House 
voted on it. But it wasn’t a failure because we learned a lot about 
the inner workings of legislation.

In 2019, we revamped our legislation and reintroduced it 
as House Bill 1348. The 86th legislative session ended before it 
received a second hearing; only six bills remained to be heard before 
ours when the clock signaled its victory. 

Last year, House Bill 1131 stalled in the House. But we aren’t 
discouraged. When we first began this journey, we heard that it 
often takes three or four legislative sessions to move a bill through, 
and despite the insurance industry’s vast bank accounts working 
against us, we’ve made progress at every turn. 

In just a few months, we’ll embark on our fourth attempt to 
protect Texas consumers by preventing insurers from discouraging 
safe and proper repairs using OEM processes, procedures and parts. 
Vehicle owners deserve to be indemnified sufficiently to ensure 
their safety, and the shops following OEM procedures deserve to be 
compensated adequately. 

We’ve tried other routes to achieve these goals, but each 
time we call upon the Texas Department of Insurance (TDI) to 
address shops’ challenges with insurers, we’re told that TDI has no 
jurisdiction or authority. “You’ll have to pass legislation,” they tell 
us. So, that’s what we’re going to do.

Fourth Time’s Gonna 
Be the Charm!

Burl Richards
ABAT President

continued on pg. 26
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Auto Body Association of Texas 

Membership Application 

 

Company Name:______________________________________________________________________ 

Primary Contact: _____________________________________________________________________  

Position: ____________________________________________________________________________ 

Phone Number:________________________________ Direct Line/cell: ________________________ 

Email: _______________________________________________________________________________ 

Business address: ____________________________________________________________________ 

Years in Business: _____________ Website: _______________________________________________ 

 

Full 2022-2023 Dues $500 – MSO $250 per additional shop 

2022-2023 Affiliate (Vendor) Dues $500 

 

Credit card number________________________________________________________________  Exp _____________________ 

By signing below, you agree to pay the above amount and have your credit card put on file for auto renew each year in the amount 
of $500 to be charged 12 months after joining ABAT. You may cancel this auto renew at any time.  

Signature:__________________________________________________________Date: ____________ 

OR pay online at http://www.abat.us/join-abat/ or make checks payable to ABAT 

Credit cards are preferred but if you must send a check please submit membership dues to ABAT  1207 N. Frisco St. Henderson, TX 75652 

Questions? Please contact Jill Tuggle at 817-899-0554 / jill@abat.us 

Not Quite ready to join? See the back side for ways to keep in touch! 

http://www.abat.us/join-abat/
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WWe did it – we broke attendance records again at the 2022 
Texas Auto Body Trade Show!

When I was first hired by ABAT, all they talked about was 
the Texas Auto Body Trade Show. After all, it is our pride and 
joy, and we’ve always had big plans for it. Even when we worked 
with consultants and decorators for the show, everyone saw its 
potential…we just needed that breakthrough year. Well, folks, this 
was IT. 

While we were just shy of our goal of 1,000 attendees, we saw 
major breakthrough in the people who attended the show. People 
came that we have never seen before, who are not on our marketing 
lists – just true, organic growth. Now people outside of ABAT know 
about the Texas Auto Body Trade Show. 

I believe what has made this show successful in less than a 
decade is our out-of-the-box thinking and attention to details. 
The Texas Auto Body Trade Show sets itself apart by adding 
extra elements that make it so much more than a trade show. 
Not surprisingly, our BIG SHOTS Competition was even more 
popular than its maiden year in 2021, with over 75 competitors 
participating in this year’s event over the course of the weekend. 
Winners went home with their arms BUSTING with prizes and 
their pockets stuffed with $1,000 cash each. I expect this celebration 
of the best of the best to be a huge part of the show for years to 
come.

Our education is what started it all. Our first “trade show,” 
called the ABAT “education days,” was held in a single meeting 
room with about 10 vendors manning tables that framed a 
makeshift classroom that offered seating for about 100 people. We 
began with education, and today, it remains an ever-changing yet 
very constant part of what we do. Collision repairers demonstrated 
their thirst for knowledge at this year’s Trade Show as in years past; 
the majority of our classes were completely sold out before the doors 
opened bright and early on Friday morning. 

The after-party is my personal baby and also my favorite part 
of the show. Not because it’s a big party with food, drinks, a photo 
booth, games and fun that runs late into the evening (though that 
certainly works to the event’s benefit). It’s actually my favorite 
because it offers a phenomenal way to thank and celebrate our 
exhibitors who have given so much to be at the show. It’s our turn 
to buy them a drink, laugh, share the day’s successes and toast to 
the big day ahead – Saturday, our biggest day of the weekend. 

This year, we wanted to do something special for the wives 
who attended the show. Some were excited to come…and some 
were dragged along with the promise of a nice hotel and maybe a 
spa visit. If there’s one thing I know about guys, it’s that many of 

them need a little help in the spoiling 
department sometimes. That’s where I 
stepped in to make them look like the hero – ladies were given a 
special tote bag filled with chocolates, beauty products and samples 
from other auto-body women with fun “side-gigs.” We also 
included a list of our favorite places to shop and be pampered. A 
ladies-only wine and charcuterie happy hour at a local tasting room 
topped off the weekend and had them all begging us to bring it 
back for next year!

Getting the word out about the show has not been the easiest 
in a state as big as Texas. There are over 5,000 auto-related shops 
in Texas, so generally speaking, we have only scratched the surface. 
But we always say that getting them there is the hard part. Once 
someone comes, they always want to come back, and every year, we 
give them more reasons to do so! 

We threw everything we had into marketing this year’s Trade 
Show, so that we could draw a huge crowd that would finally push 
us past the 700-attendee mark. I am so proud of the efforts from 
our staff, board, committees, speakers and exhibitors in managing 
all the moving parts involved with such a large event…each of them 
played an integral role in bringing ABAT’s vision for the show to 
life!

We have an amazing promo video in the 
works, so be sure to follow us on social media and 
sign up to get our email blasts to see all the fun 
we had! 

Executive Director’s Message

Jill Tuggle
ABAT Executive Director

Pride and Joy

jill@abat.com
TXA

THANK YOU!!!

mailto:jill@abat.com
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S

Editor’s Message

September means ONE thing for parents around the US – 
time to send your offspring back to school! Following the initial 
feeling of relief (it’s okay to admit it; kids are exhausting), it’s not 
uncommon to feel a bit overwhelmed at the preparations needed: 
school clothes, crayons, notebooks, gluesticks…the list goes on and 
on.

Auto body shops also have a long list of needs: paint, materials, 
tools and equipment, training –and technicians. The ongoing 
technician shortage continues to be a pressing concern within this 
industry, which ABAT addressed at last month’s Texas Auto Body 
Trade Show during the Tech Shortage Panel which featured shop 
owners, educators and representatives from other entities working 
to resolve this dilemma (flip to page 20 for a recap). Even Dave 
Kindig (Bitchin’ Rides) offered some suggestions for attracting 
more young people to the auto body world. And they all agreed: 
We cannot have this conversation or move the needle without 
supporting the schools and instructors who are educating the next 
generation of technicians! 

Running a shop is expensive, but running it successfully 
ensures that you’re receiving a return on your investment (ROI). 
Vo-tech collision programs invest time, energy and money into 
training the next generation of industry professionals, but in 
a school setting, the ROI doesn’t come in the form of dollars 
and cents – the “profit” in this scenario are the newly-graduated 
technicians, painters and welders entering the industry. And shops 
reap the benefits.

“But those technicians don’t have the right entry-level skills,” 
repairers often express complaints and discontent with the return…
but did they ever even make an investment?

Investing in the next generation can come in many forms. One 
of the most effective methods is simply getting involved. Join the 
program’s professional advisory committee. Attend career fairs. Talk 
to students on career days. Invite students to come check out the 
shop, or participate in an apprenticeship program. Feedback must 
be provided before there’s an opportunity to implement it. 

School budgets don’t always provide instructors with 
everything they need to educate the next generation of collision 
repair professionals, especially with advancing technology changing 
those requirements more frequently than ever before. Shops that 
upgrade their tools and equipment can donate their used goods to 
local educational programs to expand students’ exposure to different 
products. Instructors constantly seek access to more consumable 
goods, which allow students to repetitively practice their skills to 
become more proficient.

Leftover parts are one of the most frequent needs reported 
by collision repair instructors. That fender, hood or bumper cover 
you’re about to discard? Donating it to a local school provides 
students with an opportunity to train on current model vehicles. 
Without the industry’s donations, many students are left learning 
their future career on vehicles and parts that are nearly their age…
and don’t have the same advanced technology they’re bound to see 
in your shop!

Already overwhelmed with your workload and don’t know 
where to start? The Collision Repair Education Foundation 
(CREF) offers resources to connect shops with local schools, or 
shops can support schools and students through a number of 
CREF’s initiatives, including school grants, student scholarships 
and uniform sponsorships that ensure students look and feel 
professional as they’re pursuing their future career. (Learn more at 
collisioneducationfoundation.org.)

CREF and I-CAR recently announced a new initiative related 
to Industry Talent Programming that’s intended to be geared 

Taking it Back to 
Move It Forward

by Chasidy Rae  Sisk

MMS training.com
COLLISION SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
COMPLIANCE PROGRAM 

I 

Jackie Riggs I jackie@)aamsparts.com 
(940) 465-5099 Direct I (888) 632-2267 Toll-Free/ E -Fax 

• Annual Employee OSHA/EPA Training
• Annual Fit Testing Training & Notification
• Respiratory Medical Questionnaire (unlimited)
• Quarterly Shop Inspection Checklist
• Regulatory Updates to Tasks
• New Employee Training
• Quick/Seamless Employee Transfers
• Paint Booth Compliance
• OSHA required Written Programs
• Monthly Collision Industry Safety Communication
• Auto Lift Certified Inspection reminder
• Auto Lift Periodic Inspection
• Auto Lift Training
• Emergency Contact Forms and Evacuation Routes
• Hazardous Chemical Listing
• Online SOS
• Monthly Safety Topics for Continuing Education
• Job Hazard Analysis
• Recordkeeping Training
• SOS: Employer Responsibility Training
• 6H Painter Training Certification
• 6H Hands on Painter Training
• Annual EPA Test and Certification
• Annual OSHA Test and Certification
• EPA 609 A/C Technician Certification
• First Aid Training
• Hazard Communication Standard Training (HCS)
• lsocyanates Training
• Office Ergonomic Training
• Online document storage (automatic & customizable)
• Creatable Customized Tasks proprietary to company 

and/or each shop
• Air Permits and Renewal - All emission sources - Booth 

Prep Station, Gun Cleaner, Furnace etc.
• NESHAP 6H Notification of Compliance

ALL SERVICES ABOVE INCLUDED: $109.00/PER SHOP-MONTH 

O>SHA 

ABAT Members Special

For ALL ABAT members 
AAMSTraining will conduct a 

FREE inspection of your facility

Our trained compliance 
representatives will point out possible 

violations and provide a detailed 
report with pictures and suggestions 

on how to fix them

This report will be strictly 
confidential

continued on pg. 26
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• Your Trusted Authority for Chevrolet Performance Engines & GM Performance Parts

• Level 1 GM Powertrain Dealer

Brought to you by

At Classic Chevrolet, we aim to offer an easy buying experience 
on wholesale priced Chevrolet performance parts. 

We are one of the largest sellers of powertrain parts in the U.S. and 
have been recognized by General Motors as #1 in total parts sales for 

the 6th consecutive year. With competitive price matching and free 
shipping on orders $250+, we want our customers to come back for 

our quality parts and service.
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Buying a paint booth is a huge investment, and there are many factors
to carefully consider before selecting one. Will the booth work well in a
region where there’s a ton of humidity and with drastic changes in the
weather? How long do you think the booth will last and will it require a lot
of maintenance? Will your painters be comfortable using it every day and
finally, will the company making the booth provide solid training and
reliable customer service? 

To answer these questions before acquiring two Chronotech spray
booths and a prep deck from USI ITALIA back in 2004, Collision Center
Manager Kevin McIllveen at Russell & Smith Body Shop in Houston, TX
spent six months studying the market. He was looking for the best booths
that matched his needs to use in a brand-new 36,000 sq. ft. facility that the
company built from the ground up.  

Mcllveen, age 56, entered the industry more than three decades ago as
an estimator and has worked for Russell & Smith Body Shop since 1993.
His goal with his new spray booths was to improve the efficiencies in his
paint department and to accommodate his production, he said, while
simultaneously saving time and energy if possible. 

The vetting process was arduous but worth it in the end. "We did our
research so that we could make an educated decision," he said. "I went to
NACE two years in a row and talked to literally everyone and asked a lot of
questions. We knew that this was going to be a very significant investment,
so we took the time to perform our due diligence to cover all our bases. We
invested in their prep stations as well, which was another good decision,
because my guys can work so much faster and effectively with five different
places where we can spray. We put a curtain up in the prep booth that
provides us two additional spaces that are heated
and properly ventilated. So, when we are really
jammed, we can handle the workload and
maintain our cycle time without interrupting or
slowing down our production."

After using them for a very short time,
Mcllveen could clearly see that his Chronotechs
were more than capable as they quickly became a
centerpiece in his new, high-end, modern shop. 

"We have four paint teams here, consisting
of a painter and a painter’s helper and we
consistently log approximately 600-700 paint
hours weekly,” he said. “We switched to
waterborne paint when we opened this facility
because we want to provide a healthier climate for our employees and the
community as a whole.” 

Why was Mcllveen able to improve his numbers by simply adding two
USI booths? “In the end, it all comes down to their airflow because we never
need blowers or additional air to cure these vehicles. The fans in these
Chronotechs are exceptional because they feature variable speeds, so we
can switch depending on the parameters of each job. Our painters are
producing an impressive product day after day, so these booths are saving
us both time and money. We paint an average of 400 cars every month, so

we push these booths and they never let us down.” 
Any issues that Russell & Smith Body Shop have encountered with

their USI ITALIA booths have been rare and far between. But Mcllveen feels
good knowing that if called upon, the company will respond and find
solutions promptly. “If you do your scheduled maintenance and keep
everything clean, these booths will last you 30 years and maybe even
longer. The issues that we have encountered with the Chronotechs have
been minor and quickly solved, which is impressive when you think that we
have been using these booths daily for the last 16 years. I tell people that
these booths will be here long after I’ve retired!” 

After training provided by USI ITALIA,
Mcllveen’s painters were able to start spraying
after one day, he said. "The Chronotechs are
designed to work with waterborne paint, which
makes it easier for our painters to do their work.
After a very short time, all of our guys were
comfortable and the results were consistently
exceptional.”  

Mcllveen is also impressed by the
Chronotech's sturdy construction and durability.
"Some booths are just a box, but these are well-
built," he said. “I know, because I've seen them
all and there isn't anything like a USI ITALIA
booth."

His career in collision repair industry has been a great experience and
products like his USI ITALIA spray booths and prep station are a part of that,
he said. “We haven’t had to furlough anybody here and that’s because we
value our people and, in the end, our Chronotechs are part of the team.” 

Russell & Smith Logging Big Paint Hours with USI Booths & Prep Station

USI of North America |  565 Commerce Street Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417 |  201-405-7761 |  s.moretto@usius.com |  www.usius.com

TXA0920_USI.qxp_Layout 1  8/28/20  9:21 AM  Page 1
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“One major 
advantage of 

the Envirobase 
system is the
color match.”

“ The blend 
process is simple 
and so much 
easier.” 

“ Given the support and 
training we receive, 
the switch to PPG 
was one of the best 
decisions we’ve made.” 

PERFORMANCE YOU CAN COUNT ON

BUSINESS PROFILE
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PRO COLLISION  
OF WEST MICHIGAN
Grand Rapids, Michigan

Nicole & Jeff Smith ~ Owners

LOCATION
EMPLOYEES
PAINTERS
PAINT BOOTHS
PREP DECKS
VEHICLES PER WEEK

Nicole & Jeff Smith 
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Obtaining a collision repair education can be costly, but as 
part of its commitment to supporting women pursuing a career 
in this industry, the Women’s Industry Network (WIN) will 
be awarding up to 20 scholarships to provide tuition assistance, 
educational opportunities and enrichment activities to qualified 
applicants. 

To ensure that these awards remain relevant and beneficial to 
recipients, WIN has revitalized their scholarship program for the 
coming year and will be offering awards in two separate categories. 
Stars will receive a $500 scholarship, while Champions receive a 
$2,500 scholarship and access to monthly student engagement 
activities. 

All scholarship recipients will be given a free virtual pass to 
the 2023 WIN Educational Conference, plus they’ll be granted 
membership to WIN’s exclusive student Facebook group. 
Additionally, each young lady will be given the opportunity to be 
mentored by a WIN member.

Applications for the 2023 program will be accepted 
from September 12 through October 28, 2022 with winners 
announced in January 2023. Access the application or obtain more 
information at bit.ly.com/WINsch23.   TXA

NationalNational News

Women’s Industry Network Opens Women’s Industry Network Opens 
2023 Scholarship Applications2023 Scholarship Applications

http://www.bit.ly.com/WINsch23
http://www.tascoautocolor.com
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Life is like a video game…It’s all about 
leveling up your skills and character abilities 
because that’s how you become powerful, 
achieve greater accomplishments and generally 
reach higher levels where you can obtain 
sweeter rewards. 

As the collision repair industry faces more 
challenges day after day, with technology 
moving forward in leaps and bounds, auto 
body professionals need ways to strengthen 
their skills, enhance their knowledge and 
acquire the right weapons to safely and 
properly repair vehicles. 

The 2022 Texas Auto Body Trade Show 
provided an amalgamation of everything 
shops need to move forward, optimize their 
businesses and really take it to the next level! 

ABAT Olympians Showcase Skills at BIG 
SHOTS Competition

Held at the Irving Convention Center 
on August 26-27, THE destination collision 
event in the south boasted dozens of exhibitors 
demonstrating the newest auto body 
equipment available, a dozen educational 
sessions, networking opportunities galore, a 
Car Show and even celebrity appearances, but 
the real stars of this year’s Trade Show were the 
competitors in the 2022 ABAT Olympics. 

From the moment the Trade Show 
opened until it closed, crowds flocked to the 
center of the floor to watch as competitors 
tested their skills, hoping to prove they’re the 
best in the business. Bringing the competition 
back for its second year, ABAT promised to 
“take it to the next level” – and they delivered!

Dozens of painters, estimators, body 
techs and paintless dent repair (PDR) techs 
took their shot at being named a BIG SHOT 
during the qualifying round on August 26, 
allowing judges to identify the top talent who 
advanced to the finals where they strove to 
claim the title of ABAT Painter of the Year, 

Estimator of the Year, Body Tech of the Year 
or PDR (paintless dent repair) Tech of the 
Year, along with armfuls of fabulous prizes and 
up to $1,000 cash!

 
Congratulations to the winners of the 2022 
BIG SHOTS Competition!

PDR Tech
First Place: Jose Escobar 
(Mobile Dent Solutions; Moore, OK)
Second Place: Tony Ariaz Rios 
(The Dent Stop; Dallas)
Third Place: Victor Gallegos 
(Mobile Dent Solutions; Moore, OK)

Estimator
First Place: Brian Buczynski 
(Park Place BodyWerks; Dallas-Fort Worth)
Second Place: Cory Dutton 
(Collision King; Lubbock)
Third Place: Dan Daman 
(Ewing Buick GMC; Plano)

Painter
First Place: Marco “Flako” Oviedo 
(Auto Body Concepts; Gainesville)
Second Place: Robert Beyer 
(Concours Paint & Body; Dallas) 

Auto Body Tech
First Place: Mark See 
(Ground Zero Collision; Fort Collins, CO)
Second Place: Jonathan Hegarty 
(Technology, Exploration & Career 
Center West; Lewisville)
Third Place: Jose Jovel 
(Helfman Dodge; Houston)

PDR techs demonstrated glue pulling 
techniques, estimators wrote on a real damaged 
vehicle, and body techs applied seam sealer and 
demonstrated their aptitude for welding. All of 
the competitions were held live on the Trade 
Show floor, except the painting finals. To 
ensure the safety of all participants and show 
attendees, the top virtual painting contenders 
were shuttled to a nearby Sherwin-Williams 
facility to prove their spraying and blending 
skills live. 

ABAT thanks the following sponsors 
for their support of the BIG SHOTS 
Competition: AkzoNobel, 3M, Car-O-Liner 
SW, KECO Body Repair Products, CCC 
Intelligent Solutions, Polyvance, Anson PDR, 
Norton/Saint-Gobain and Sherwin-Williams 
Automotive Finishes. A special thanks goes to 
Park Place BodyWerks (Dallas) for donating 
equipment used in the competition. 

A special thank you to this year’s judges: 
Robert Castillo (Anson PDR); Logan Payne 
(Payne and Sons Paint & Body; Dallas), 
Robert Grieve (Nylund’s Collision Center; 
Englewood, CO) and Danny Gredinberg 
(Database Enhancement Gateway); Raven 
Hartkopf (Collin College); and David 
Galvan (Norton/St. Gobain), John Wilburn 
(Polyvance), Walter Moore (3M), Jesus Munoz 
(Solidus) and Ryan Harthcock (Car-O-Liner 
Southwest).

Exhibitors Arm Repairers with the Right 
Tools and Equipment 

With hundreds of auto body professionals 
perusing the aisles of the Irving Convention 
Center, it’s no surprise that exhibitors reflected 
favorably on the weekend. 

“This is the best attendance we’ve ever 
had,” shared James Tucker of Diamond/Car 
Show Sponsor English Color & Supply. “The 
BIG SHOTS Competition has definitely 

Leveling Up: Texas Auto Body 
Trade Show Highlights 2022

   Show  Highlights  2022
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attracted a lot more technicians this year 
and has generated a ton of foot traffic.”

“The AkzoNobel team had a great 
turnout at this year’s ABAT show,” agreed 
Jen Poliski of BIG SHOTS/Celebrity 
Guest Sponsor AkzoNobel. “Our team 
was quite busy showing off our virtual 
spray equipment in the BIG SHOTS 
Competition, and we provided demos 
of our production software Carbeat and 
shared information on our refinish paint 
products.”

“The team also enjoyed having our 
Modern Classikk partner and friend, 
Dave Kindig from Kindig-It Design, join 
us for meet and greets and the Car Show. 
The technician shortage discussion we 
participated in on Friday afternoon was 
well attended and hit on several challenges 
many industry participants face, while 
engaging in conversation on becoming a 
part of the solution. In summary, it was 
a great show for us, and we are happy to 
have been a part of it this year.”

For BIG SHOTS Sponsor Norton/
Saint Gobain’s Kelsey Bailey, the 
highlight of the show was definitely 
“the live-action painting and bodyman 
competition going on; we’ve been 
watching all weekend and are looking 
forward to hearing the winners 
announced. I was also really excited about 
the turnout this year. It was a bit busier 
than last year, and we’ve made some good 
connections. We enjoyed talking to the 
students who came through, and it was 
awesome to see how excited they were 
to learn about the different auto body 
programs available in this area.”

Education Sponsor  
FindPigtails.com’s Ruston Blanchard 
also expressed satisfaction with this year’s 
attendance levels. “It’s great, just like last 
year, with good traffic. And it’s always 
set up well with the classes spaced out so 
that people are always coming up to the 

booth. We really enjoy this show and plan 
to keep doing it.”

“We always have a great time coming 
out to the Texas Auto Body Trade Show. 
This year, we were excited to bring some 
brand-new products to show for the 
first time, plus we’ve got Horny Mike 
kicking it with us,” reflected LJ Teatreau 
of Celebrity Guest Sponsor Lift King 
Products. “ABAT does a really great job 
of providing top-notch accommodations 
and showing everyone a wonderful time.” 

Laura Gay (Consolidation Coach) 
concurred, “It was well worth traveling to 
Texas to participate in the Trade Show. 
They’ve got an awesome event and a really 
good venue.”

As a first-time exhibitor at the Texas 
Auto Body Trade Show, Kirk Carlisle 
from Gold Sponsor Dents.co offered 
his thoughts, “We’re having a fantastic 
time! We’ve made some new friends and 
really enjoyed meeting with potential 
customers. We’re thrilled and will 
definitely be back next year.”

“My impression of the show has been 
very positive,” stated Simone Mazzon 
(USI of North America). “The aisles were 
busy, and we talked to some promising 
leads. We’re already looking forward to 
next year.”

“There’s been a bigger turnout, and 
it seems like attendees are expressing 
a lot more interest in the products,” 
Chris Curran (EcoTech) echoed. “We’re 
very satisfied with the show, and we’re 
definitely planning to be back next year.”

The 2022 Texas Auto Body Trade 
Show was made possible through the 
support of the following sponsors: 
Diamond/Happy Hour Sponsor: BASF; 
Diamond/Car Show Sponsor: English 
Color & Supply; Platinum Sponsor: 
Axalta; Celebrity Guest/BIG SHOTS 
Sponsor: AkzoNobel; Celebrity Guest 
Sponsor: Lift King Products; Gold 
Sponsor: Dents.co; Silver Sponsors: 
AAMS Training, Wheels America; 
Education Sponsors: NCS/Single 
Source, FindPigtails; BIG SHOTS 
Sponsors: 3M, Car-O-Liner SW, KECO 
Body Repair Products, CCC Intelligent 
Solutions, Polyvance, Anson PDR, 
Norton/Saint-Gobain, Sherwin-Williams 
Automotive Finishes; Happy Hour 
Sponsor: Innovative Collision Equipment 
(ICE).

by Chasidy Rae Sisk

Thanks to AkzoNobel and Lift King 
Products, attendees at the 2022 Texas Auto 
Body Trade Show got to rub elbows with 
some of television’s best-known automotive 
celebrities: Dave Kindig from Bitchin’ Rides and 
Horny Mike from Counting Cars. (There was 
even a surprise appearance by Javier “Shorty” 
Ponce of Iron Resurrection fame who was seen 
chatting at Lift King’s booth!)

And even these famous automotive experts 
learned something valuable from the show.

For the second year in a row, Kindig spent 
his weekend at AkzoNobel’s booth, but he also 
participated on the Tech Shortage Panel.

“This year was really informative, especially 
because I’m now involved in the college 
process, through the Kindig Academy at Lincoln 
Technical Institute in Denver. It was really 
nice to be in yesterday’s meeting with some 
very intelligent people who are involved with 
educating kids and inspiring their interest in the 
automotive industry. I’ve learned a lot, so it’s 
been a very worthwhile trip.”

Horny Mike agreed: “This is my first Texas 
Auto Body Trade Show, and I’ve really had a 
great time looking around and seeing all these 
demonstrations. I’m learning a lot. 

“I haven’t participated in the contests 
because I don’t want to overextend my talents,” 
he quipped. “But this has been a great place to 
learn everything you need to know and make 
tons of connections with people in our industry.” 

 

Famous People 
Level Up, Too!
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“We have to talk about the 
problems if we’re ever going to fix 
them,” moderator Robert McDorman 
(Auto Claim Specialists) kicked off the 
“Lunch & Legislation Panel,” which 
featured ABAT Lobbyist Jacob Smith 
(Longleaf Consulting), ABAT President 
Burl Richards (Burl’s Collision Center; 
Henderson), Representative Julie 
Johnson (District 115) and Representative 
Travis Clardy (District 11), who discussed 
safety and security-related issues in 
collision repair, the upcoming legislative 
session and what changes ABAT hopes 
to effect for the Lone Star State’s auto 
body businesses and consumers. 

Although Ware Wendell (Texas 
Watch) was unable to attend, McDorman 
read a statement on his behalf: “Know 
that I and Texas Watch will be right 
by your side this session, pushing for 
strong reforms that ensure quality 
repairs are made with quality parts, 
following safety guidelines. Gone are 
the days when the insurance companies 
get to call the tune. It’s time to put 
consumers and repair professionals first 
when it comes to putting vehicles safely 
back on the road.”

Since ABAT was founded, the 
association’s leadership has sought to 
pass legislation related to proper repairs 
based on the OEM recommended 
procedures which would also address 
the differences between original 
and aftermarket parts. This session, 
Representative Clardy will sponsor the 
newest iteration of this bill as well as 
ABAT’s second pass at an Appraisal 

Clause bill, which would require insurers 
to include Right to Appraisal in all 
policies. 

“The Right to Appraisal solves 
problems in an amicable way,” 
McDorman suggested.

Representative Clardy agreed, “The 
process works. It’s fair and levels the 
playing field…and that makes insurance 
companies very uncomfortable. They 
don’t like the concept of ‘loser pays,’ but 
what could be more fair than going to 
an independent umpire who makes the 
decision and the loser pays expenses? 
Everyone has equal risks.”

Sharing a personal story about his 
own recent total loss, Clardy recalled 
an “unexpected moment of honesty” 
from an insurance representative, who 
told him, “If we paid claims like we’re 
supposed to, we’d have to pay more 
money. Then, our premiums will have to 
go up.”

“You can tell the Appraisal Clause 
works and is fair because more 
insurance companies are removing 
Right to Appraisal from their policies,” 
Smith observed. “Only two percent of 
all policyholders with denied claims are 
willing to fight it in court, and when they 
do, carriers have the funding to simply 
wait them out.”

“The Right to Appraisal is important 
because it puts the consumer back on 
equal footing and gives the consumer 
an opportunity to have their car repaired 
properly,” Richards emphasized. “The 
insured’s rights all come down to the 
policy language, and although the 

Texas Department of Insurance (TDI) is 
charged with protecting Texas drivers, 
they allow these egregious policies 
that basically state insurers can dictate 
the entire repair. TDI does absolutely 
nothing to help consumers – they’re as 
useless as tits on a boar hog!”

“We’re facing a giant, but 
every session, we’ve gotten better 
and outworked them. We’ve just 
been beaten by the clock,” Smith 
acknowledged. “We must protect 
consumers…and that means we need to 
hear from all of y’all.”

Representative Johnson agreed:
“We need to hear from more of 

you – your voices aren’t loud enough! 
Participation in the legislative process 
is exceedingly important and helpful, 
so we love to see our constituents rally 
and get involved. If you want to help 
get these bills passed for your industry, 
more of you need to actively engage in 
the process.

“Reach out to your state 
representative and senator to let them 
know this hits home,” Smith urged Texas 
repairers. “You and your employees are 
voters, so your legislators need to know 
you’re upset that your business is under 
attack. That’s how we can move this 
legislation forward.”

“If they don’t hear our needs, how 
can they help us?” McDorman asked. “If 
you want to see change, you have to be 
involved in change. We need our entire 
industry to come together.”

Legislating Advancement for the Texas Collision 
Repair Industry

   Show  Highlights  2022
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Where have all the technicians gone? 
Providing evidence of how prevalent 
this concern truly is, the “Tech Shortage 
Panel” drew a packed room of collision 
professionals, eager to listen as celebrity, 
national and local panelists offered 
solutions to the problem, discussing 
how they’re taking action…and making 
headway in addressing this industry-wide 
emergency. 

“Kids aren’t as interested in the 
industry as they used to be, and they’re 
not aware of the different career paths 
available,” panelist Dave Robinette (I-CAR) 
offered an explanation for the current 
staffing shortage. “There’s also a negative 
public opinion about collision careers 
that prevent them from topping most 
students’ dream job list. People just aren’t 
gravitating to us the same way as they 
did back in the day, so we need to raise 
awareness of all the great opportunities in 
collision.”

“There’s still a number of people 
who want to get their hands dirty and 
put in a hard day’s work,” insisted Amber 
Ritter from the Collision Repair Education 
Foundation (CREF), who further explained 
how CREF supports collision schools 
and students. “CREF seeks to be an 
advocate for the industry as a whole. 
We want to tell the story about what 
collision professionals do, and we’re 
putting solution-based actions behind that 
goal through our student scholarships, 
Benchmark Grants and other programs 
that we encourage the industry to 
participate in.”

Raven Hartkopf (Collin College) 
agreed that it’s imperative that the industry 
engage with schools and encouraged 
attendees to get involved with their local 

advisory boards. Acknowledging repairers’ 
common complaint that new graduates 
don’t have the right skill sets, she 
informed attendees, “We can’t change the 
curriculum without the industry’s feedback, 
so if you’re not happy with the results, 
come on out and get involved!”

It’s also beneficial when industry 
professionals interact with collision 
students directly by hosting shop tours, 
visiting classes and participating in 
apprenticeship programs. “They love it 
when the industry comes to speak to 
them. They get sick of hearing me talk, 
but they really listen when we have guest 
presenters.”

Once shops hire an apprentice, they 
need to “understand what motivates them 
to be there, and then make sure you’re 
meeting their needs,” Hartkof advised. “Be 
flexible with their schedules while they’re 
obtaining their degree; their education 
benefits you in the long run. Instead of 
seeing it as a loss of productivity, focus 
on the potential of what they’ll be able to 
accomplish in your shop in the future. It’s 
reciprocal – if you invest in them and help 
them grow, you’ll be rewarded…they’ll be 

invested in your business and its success.”
“Knowledge is power, but we’re 

building all aspects of the car, so we 
understand that everyone can’t come in 
and know all aspects. Those you do know 
all of it are incredibly valuable,” Dave 
Kindig (Bitchin’ Rides) stressed the need to 
recognize employees’ value and support 
their growth. “We all succeed, or we all 
fail; no one is more important than anyone 
else.”

Although he acknowledged that 
he’d had employees leave shortly after 
making a large investment in their training, 
Kindig smartened up and started requiring 
them to reimburse that expense if they 
leave within a specified amount of time. 
“If you get burned and stop investing in 
employees because you’ve had a bad 
experience, you’ll stifle your growth and 
your ability to continue doing business,” 
he explained why it’s worth the risk. 
“You’ve got to take the good with the 
bad.”

Kindig has directed his energy 
toward increasing the good through the 
Kindig Academy. “We’re all struggling 
to find talent, so we decided to try 
something unique. We’re taking kids 
who are interested and providing them 
with specialized training and hands-on 
experience through Lincoln Technical 
Institute; these students are basically 
obtaining the MBA of custom car building! 
Our job is to inspire the next generation. If 
we don’t invest time and energy into our 
future, our industries will die.”

Greg Luther (Helfman Collision 
Center; Houston) took a less grandiose 
but equally direct approach by starting an 
apprenticeship program at his facility. He 
recommends paying apprentices hourly 
and purchasing tools that become theirs 
after a certain period of employment. 

“You have to give them the tools to 
succeed,” he noted. “We see fewer and 
fewer people who want to become part 
of this industry. We have to give people 
chances. If they’re passionate about this 
industry, it seems reasonable to give them 
a shot.”

“Take their attitude into 
consideration,” Hartkopf suggested. “With 
the right attitude, they can learn and retain 
anything. Skill is important, but attitude 
goes a lot further.”

Finding Young Techs Who Want to Take It 
to the Next Level
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For many auto body shops, collecting a fair and reasonable 
labor rate from insurers poses the biggest hurdle to running a 
successful business, making it increasingly common for repairers 
to be forced to charge customers a co-pay to supplement what 
their carrier is willing to pay while still ensuring a high-quality 
repair is performed. But how do you approach this awkward 
conversation with customers? 

ABAT Board member Logan Payne (Payne and Sons Paint 
& Body; Dallas) offered some suggestions during “Insurer vs. 
Customer: Who Pays? How to Approach Out-of-Pocket Costs 
Above Deductibles with Customers.”

The first thing shops must do is “look in the mirror,” Payne 
insisted. “Have you made the investment in education, tools, 
equipment and your shop’s appearance to justify why you’re 
worth more than they’re trying to pay you? Our shop hasn’t 
always done everything right. But when I learned better, I started 
doing better.”

“Once you know your cost of doing business, you need to 
determine your non-negotiables,” he continued. “Start at your 
door rate, and then negotiate with the adjuster to the point where 
you feel comfortable.”

Of course, sometimes, there’s just no negotiating with 
 

insurance 
appraisers, and 
that’s when it’s 
time to talk to the 
customer. 

“We get 
caught up 
thinking the 
insurer owes us 
something when 
it’s really the end 
user who owes you to fix that car,” Payne pointed out. “We want 
to help them figure out how to get there, but if we can’t get there, 
we still need to get compensated for what we have in it.

“Every customer isn’t going to be on board with getting 
charged,” he admitted, “so you’ll have to get them up to speed to 
help them understand: ‘It’s not us overcharging; it’s an insurance 
company not being fair with compensation.’ Unfortunately, our 
industry has done a great job of protecting insurers by hiding that, 
so we have to educate and set expectations with customers. We 
can’t be profitable if we put them in a corner and ignore them; we 
need them in our corner.”

Stepping Up to Hold Insurers 
Responsible

Safety is the name of the game when 
it comes to collision repair – or at least it’s 
supposed to be. But attendees of “Post-
Repair Inspections: The Devil is in the 
Details” soon learned that’s not always the 
case as Robert Grieve (Nylund’s Collision 
Center; Englewood, CO) walked through 
several post-repair inspections performed 
in his shop.

“We don’t have customers; we have 
guests, who are critically important to what 
we do. As the repair professionals, we owe 
our guests a safe and quality repair that 
restores as much of their vehicle value as 
possible. When there’s a diminished value 
to their vehicle, that means we didn’t do a 

good job of protecting our guest and the 
value of their vehicle.”

Grieve used a video to set the stage 
for his first case study, revealing a 2017 
Honda Pilot that visibly shook as its owner 
cruised down the highway. When the 
customer brought the vehicle to Grieve’s 
shop for a post-repair inspection, the 
first thing he did was look at the frame 
because “the rest of the repairs can’t 
happen properly unless you have the right 
foundation.” His team identified incredibly 
irregular dimensions when they took 
measurements. 

“If the frame is all cattywampus, what 
are the chances that other things are going 
to line up correctly?” he asked. “You’re 
setting yourself up for failure all the way 
down the road!”

Grieve urged repairers to get their 
acts together. 

“Did the shop not see this? Or did 
they ignore it because they wanted 
to repair a car that should have been 
deemed a total loss? Some of the stuff we 
come across is a horrible representation 
for our industry. It doesn’t lift us up; it pulls 
us down. We have to do better.”

The Devil is in the Details!The trainer’s attitude is another 
important factor. “Find the people in 
your organization who will help push the 
initiative,” Ritter advised. “If you promise 
training in an interview and don’t back it 
up, you’re going to fail. Find the trainer 
who wants to help take your apprentice 
or new hire to the next level.”

When asked about lost productivity 
associated with training apprentices, 
Luther hit attendees with some wisdom: 

“We all like profits, but if we don’t 
relinquish some of today’s profits, we 
won’t have anyone available to generate 
tomorrow’s profits. If shops spent half 
the time recruiting that they spend 
complaining about the lack of people, we 
wouldn’t have a tech shortage in the first 
place.”

“It’s about taking charge,” moderator 
Tim Ronak (AkzoNobel) emphasized. 
“The only way out of this is to dig deep, 
motivate yourself and take action. 
Otherwise, it’ll never happen, and you 
can only blame yourself. Everyone on this 
stage agrees: Our key to getting out of 
this situation is getting involved!”
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Thank you for your question. Your question is a timely one 
and reflects a serious problem in Texas and across the United States. 
The heart of this pervasive and harmful practice is the insurance 
carrier making the economic election to handle their liability by 
favoring themselves instead of the insured’s contracted insurable 
interest. CARFAX only reports the data it receives from the data 

providers. With the at-fault party’s insurance carrier originally 
deeming the vehicle a total economic loss, there is little doubt in 
my mind that this carrier reported the information to CARFAX. 
As for the Texas Department of Transportation documenting the 
vehicle as a non-repairable or salvage titled vehicle, this could only 
happen with the insurance carrier unlawfully turning in an Owner 
Retained Report (VTR-436) to the Texas Department of Motor 
Vehicles. If the vehicle did not meet the Texas Transportation Code 
501 definition of a non-repairable or salvage vehicle, the authorized 
agent who signed the Owner Retained Report (VTR-436) falsified 
the document and committed a third-degree felony. Nevertheless, 
we routinely see carriers perform this unlawful action. 

The Texas Transportation Code defines a total loss non-
repairable or salvage motor vehicle, not the insurance carrier. Texas 
is a 100 percent total loss threshold state and does not recognize 
the total loss formula to define what constitutes a non-repairable 
or salvage vehicle. The 100 percent threshold definition states that 
should the repair cost not exceed the true actual cash value of the 
vehicle (not the “adjusted value” arrived at by market valuation 
firms), and the vehicle is not missing a major component, then 
the vehicle is not a non-repairable or salvage vehicle. Additionally, 
Texas Transportation Code 501 takes the equation one step further 
and says that the repair cost, including parts and labor other than 
the cost of materials and labor for repainting and excluding sales 
tax on the total cost of repairs, must exceed the actual cash value 
of the motor vehicle immediately before being damaged. In other 

Ask The Expert

How Did My Client’s Repairable Vehicle 
get Recorded as a ‘Total Loss’? 

by Robert L. McDorman

Dear Mr. McDorman:

I have a client whose car was incorrectly deemed an economic total loss by the at-fault 
party’s insurance carrier. We completely disassembled the car, issued a complete repair plan and 
determined the car could be safely returned to its pre-loss condition well under the actual cash 
value of the car. Additionally, my client wanted her car fixed. My client switched the claim to her 
insurance carrier, and her insurance carrier agreed to handle the liability as a repair. We completed 
the safe and proper repair as outlined by the manufacturer; however, CARFAX now has the car 
recorded as a total loss, and the State of Texas has the vehicle documented as a non-repairable or 
salvage titled car. How is CARFAX allowed to report the car as a total loss? 

Also, I understand that under the Texas Department of Transportation 501 guidelines, the 
vehicle did not meet the definition of salvage or non-repairable since its repair cost was below the 
actual cash value. This situation has not only destroyed the value of my client’s car, but she is also 
now unable to get the car refinanced or obtain insurance coverage. Can you help me understand 
how this happened and what my client can do to resolve this troubling and unfair situation? Have 
you had any clients with a similar experience? If so, can you share how you resolved it and what the 
outcome was?

continued on pg. 24

Robert is a recognized Public Insurance 
Adjuster and Certified Vehicle Value Expert 
specializing in motor vehicle-related insurance 
claim resolution. As the general manager of 
Auto Claim Specialists, Robert expertly leads 
this National Public Insurance Adjuster Agency, 
which is currently licensed in over 25 different 
states and specializes in providing automotive-

related claim liquidation techniques, strategies, and motor 
vehicle valuation services to all parties, including individual 
consumers, body shops, auto dealers, repair facilities, towing 
and storage operations, lenders, finance companies, banks, 
legal professionals, governmental agencies and others. The 
firm’s consistent success can be attributed to Robert’s 35-plus 
years of automotive industry knowledge, practical hands-on 
experience, and multiple certifications, including licensure 
by the Texas Department of Insurance as a Public Insurance 
Adjuster. Auto Claim Specialists clients can absolutely trust that 
they will be provided with analytical, sophisticated, state-of-the-
art, comprehensive, accurate, unbiased, and up-to-date data 
and information that all parties can rely upon as both factual 
and objective. Robert can be reached at (800) 736-6816, (817) 
756-5482, or AskTheExpert@autoclaimspecialists.com.

mailto:asktheexpert@autoclaimspecialists.com
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• Over 25 years of front line 
skilled knowledge & hands-on 
practical experience 
involving automotive 
mechanical repair

• Licensed Public Insurance 
Adjuster Agency with a 
duty to act on your behalf!

Contact us from anywhere in the U.S. to have a local 
Auto Claim Specialist working for you!

771 East Southlake Blvd. 
Southlake, TX 76092 

817-756-5482     Fax: 866-550-0484 
Toll Free: 800-736-6816

claims@autoclaimspecialists.com

Fair settlements through knowledge and negotiation!

We are experienced in negotiating claims with insurance companies. 
We have teamed up with Vehicle Value Experts for access to the best vehicle

valuing tool available. Together, with the best knowledge and the best negotiat-
ing skills, we can ensure a fair settlement on your auto claim. 

No One Else Comes Close to our Total Loss Value Assessment!

WE SUPPORT

MEMBER

Insurance Automobile Claim Mediator • Insurance Appraisal Clause Umpire

Founder
Robert McDorman

Vehicle Value Experts is a unique Consultant Firm 
that specializes in Insurance Total Loss Market Evaluation Reports;
Mechanical and Body Shop Estimates and Finalized Motor Vehicle

Repair Evaluations; Diminished Value Assessment and Claims 
as such and Motor Vehicle Fair Market Value Reports. 

ACS_VVE_TXA0920.qxp_Layout 1  8/26/20  12:49 PM  Page 1
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words, before the calculation to determine if the car fits the Texas 
Transportation Code definition of a non-repairable or salvage 
vehicle, all refinishing time, paint materials and sales tax must be 
deducted from the final repair invoice. The accumulated dollar 
amount of these three components typically averages approximately 
25 percent of the total estimate, so removing them drastically 
decreases the severity percentage. Once this value is determined, 
should it be less than the true actual cash value of the vehicle, 
the vehicle does not meet the Texas Transportation Code 501 
definition of a non-repairable or salvage vehicle. Thus, determining 
the true actual cash value of the vehicle is paramount. 

Several years ago, we had a similar situation with one of our 
clients. In September 2020, I wrote:

“We currently have a client in the same situation as your client. 
Our client is going through the judicial system to seek relief 
and damages for the carrier’s unlawful actions of deeming his 
repairable truck an economic total loss and then issuing an 
unsupported Owner Retained Report (VTR-436) to further 
penalize him. This unlawful issuance of the VTR-436 caused the 
State of Texas to deem the truck a salvage titled vehicle. This not 
only prohibited our client from getting insurance on his truck. It 
destroyed the market value of the truck. We have requested the 
State of Texas to provide us with a complete certified copy of the 

complete motor vehicle title history. The Certified Request for 
Texas Motor Vehicle Information (VTR-275) will disclose who 
was the authorized agent with the insurance carrier who falsified 
the Owner Retained Report (VTR-436) and further harmed our 
client.” 

The certified copy of the VTR-436 revealed that an insurance 
carrier representative wrongfully signed the document and turned it 
into the Texas Department of Transportation.

As I further pointed out in the September 2020 issue of Texas 
Automotive (available at bit.ly/TXA0920), during mediation of 
the above-referenced loss, the former judge mediator asked me to 
outline how this situation could have happened and asked if I see 
this unlawful situation occur often. My immediate response to the 
latter was, “Yes, your honor, I do. This problem is deep-rooted 
and harms many interested parties daily in Texas.” I promised in 
upcoming months to update readers as my client’s case progressed 
through the judicial system. Thus, the timeliness of your question 
about what we have done to resolve the issue. 

Recently, after all the facts were presented in the above-
referenced loss, the dispute was settled just days before going to 
trial with the at-fault carrier agreeing to pay our client a substantial 
amount for the harm they had caused him. In fact, over the past 

continued from pg. 22
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Why Join WIN?
WIN offers education, mentoring and leadership 
development opportunities to build critical skills for 
success in the collision repair market.

•  Local/Regional  
Networking Events

•  Annual Education  
Conference

•  Educational Webinars

•  Mentoring  
Opportunities

womensindustrynetwork.com

•  Scholarship Program

•  School Outreach  
Program

•  Most Influential Women  
(MIW) Award

24 months, our clients who have been forced to seek judicial 
support to remedy infractions against their unlawful carrier have 
been compensated $26,000 in consequential damages on average, 
including payment of all associated attorney fees against their 
insurance company.

In today’s world where we see more frequent changes in claim 
management and claim handling policies and non-standardized 
GAP Addendums, we have found it is always in the best interest of 
the insured or claimant to have their proposed insurance settlement 
reviewed by an expert before accepting. There is never an upfront 
fee for Auto Claim Specialists to review a motor vehicle claim or 
proposed settlement and give their professional opinion as to the 
fairness of the offer.

Please call me should you have any questions relating to the 
policy or covered loss. We have most insurance policies in our 
library. Always keep in mind a safe repair is a quality repair, and 
quality equates to value. I thank you for your question and look 
forward to any follow-up questions that may arise.

Sincerely,
Robert L. McDorman
TXA

http://www.womensindustrynetwork.com
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I want to give a lot of credit to State Representative Travis 
Clardy (R-Nacogdoches) for championing and sponsoring ABAT’s 
bills since 2017. He is truly committed to helping Texas consumers 
receive indemnification for safe and proper repairs, and we 
appreciate all his efforts and support. 

But we need YOU – the collision repair professionals – and our 
customers to jump on this bandwagon. Call your Representative 
(bit.ly/TXAHouse) and Senator (bit.ly/TXASenate) to voice your 
concerns. There are over 6,000 body shops in Texas, and we’re 
their constituents too. And we’re fighting on behalf of their other 
constituents…the 23.7 million or so licensed drivers in Texas. 

Your vote counts, so I urge you to take 30 minutes out of your 
week to contact your local legislators and express your concerns, as 
a constituent, about vehicle safety. Explain that we’re working to 
get laws passed to benefit consumers, not the insurance companies, 
and we need their support. 

We’ve tested the waters, learned the ropes and done our due 
diligence to assess the major issues impacting the industry and how 
we can help address them moving forward. It’s time for action; it’s 
time to make things happen. Something has to change, and here’s 
hoping the 88th legislative session will be 
the charm!  

 

Editor’s Message
continued from pg. 8

toward raising awareness about the collision industry as an 
excellent career option and attracting more talent. Sounds like a 
worthwhile endeavor, and I’m curious to see how it develops as 
elements of the program will be launching throughout 2022-2024. 

TechForce Foundation focuses its efforts on career 
exploration and workforce development for technicians across 
all transportation industry sectors, including collision, through 
school engagement and student scholarships (more information is 
available at techforce.org).

And the Women’s Industry Network also awards scholarships 
to female collision students (find out how to apply on page 14).

It’s hard to dedicate time and energy to the future when 
you’re floundering in the present, but continuing to do the same 
thing you’ve always done only ensures that you’ll receive the same 
results you’ve always gotten. And if you want to see a bigger ROI, 
you have to start by making that initial investment. Solving the 
tech shortage all comes back to the schools, but they can’t do it 
alone. How are you giving back to the future?   TXA

President’s Message
continued from pg. 4

burl@burlscollision.com

TXA

mailto:burl@burlscollision.com
mailto:beacon@beacon-equipment.com
beacon-equipment.com
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224-SPANESI (224-772-6374)
www.spanesi-americas.com

facebook.com/spanesiamericas

Spanesi Americas, Inc. 
123 Ambassador Dr. STE 107
Naperville, IL 60540

The Blueprint is Right 
in Front of You.

The Spanesi® Touch Electronic 
Measuring System and Multibench 
Structural Repair Workstation are designed 
to work together seamlessly.

The Multibench allows technicians to drive 
most vehicles directly onto its low-profile 
ramps. After the vehicle is disassembled 
to evaluate the damage, the Touch rolls 
right up, letting the technicians gather 
measurement data in no time. 

With its 10-ton pulling column, the 
Multibench also serves as a single-bay 
repair solution.  Finally, technicians use 
Touch to check structural repairs and ensure 
proper OEM specifications are achieved.

Touch Electronic Measuring System:
Comparative Measurements
Complete Documentation
Mechanical Parts Measurements
Suspension Parts Measurements
User Added Points with Photos
Vehicle Frame and Structural Items
Wheel and Tire Alignment Checks

Multibench Structural Repair Workstation:
Loading Capacity             3,175kg (7,000lbs)
Lifting Height             1.45m (4’ 9”)
Lift Time (Ascension) 45 seconds
Pulling Force              10 Tons

MULTIBENCH
Structural Repair Workstation

TOUCH
Electronic Measuring System

Learn More Now
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http://www.basfrefinish.com



